Editorial
Happy Thursday everyone (well it is now that you are reading the February issue of Teen Librarian
Monthly). You are no doubt even happier than usual on a Thursday because the long-lists for the
CILIP Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Medals have been announced.
This has, I think, been the most scrutinised year of the Medals ever owing to the controversy that
erupted last year over the lack of representation in the long-listings. This led to a (still on-going)
Diversity Review, one of the early changes has been to change the way that CKG Judges are selected
for the panel to enable historically under-represented people a chance to be a part of the process.
Currently YLG North West, YLG North East, YLG Yorkshire & Humber and YLG London are seeking
applicants for the post of Judge for the 2019 & 2020 panels but over the next few years all regional
committees will be advertising for Judges. If becoming a part of literary history is a thought that
appeals and you love the idea of reading a huge selection of books for children and young people
before discussing them with fellow library colleagues then take a look at the advertisement here:
http://www.lisjobnet.com/job-ads/4243-ylg0102-regional-judges-for-the-cilip-carnegie-and-kategreenaway-awards/
I do not know how anyone else is feeling at the moment but even though we are still in February I
am feeling more positive and upbeat about the future of Libraries (both school and public) than I
have for ages. I am sure that this is due to speaking to friends and colleagues online and in real life,
so if you are reading this and feeling that you are at a low point I want to say thank you! The work
you are doing is important and you are needed – more than ever in this time of shrinking services, it
may not feel like it but you are a vital part of your community, providing much needed contact, care
and information. Even the smallest interaction with a member of the public of a student may be
enough to improve their day immeasurably!
I am going to close this editorial with my usual request for those of you that read this fat to think
about sharing the work you are doing with colleagues across the country and the world – possibly in
the pages of TLM or on the blog. If you are interested in contributing something please do let me
know via email: teenlibraryservice@gmail.com
Thank you and have a great month!

All the World's a Story
CILIP’s SLG the School Libraries Group has organised their National conference to take place from
the 27th to the 29th April.
To find out what is on the programme and to download a booking form visit the SLG blog here:
https://slgtalkingbooks.com/2018/01/22/all-the-worlds-a-story-the-cilip-schools-library-groupconference-2018/

World Book Day Quiz 2018
For library staff that would like a quiz for WBD you are free to use this one I put together:
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/02/09/the-moderately-large-world-book-day-quiz-2018/

Discussing BookBuddy with Maz Evans
Recently over on Twitter, a discussion about donating books to School Libraries blew up on Twitter,
led by author Maz Evans (Who Let the Gods Out?); she and other Children’s Authors in the course of
visiting schools to speak to students had stumbled onto an open secret – that School Libraries in the
UK are not statutory and many (if they exist at all) are not adequately funded.
I reached out to Maz to find out more about BookBuddy and she very graciously consented to a
quick interview:
What is BookBuddy?
It is essentially a scheme to pair those who have spare kids’ books with schools that can give them a
great home. Anyone who has children’s books lying around – or wants to buy some new ones for a
school – will be put in touch with a school for either a one-off donation or a longer partnership –
entirely up to them.
What sparked the initial idea?
I travel extensively around the UK and visit at least one primary school a week. Most schools I visit
don’t have a library, very few have a librarian and some have no books at all. I’ll say that again. There
are schools in this country with no books in them. I don’t think people realise this. So many books
are being funded by the educators themselves, which is insane. I have been badgering the
government to address this issue, but I am a lone voice. I was trying to encourage the Education
Secretary, Damian Hinds, to pass comment when one kind individual offered to donate all her
reading books for a year to a school as their “book buddy” – I retweeted her offer and a school that
follows me was ecstatic to take her up. More people came forward and schools started putting their
hands up, so I drew up a “first-come” list and matched them to the offers. It was a total accident, but
a happy one.
Has the response to your idea surprised you?
Yes and no. The number of schools desperate to join the scheme has, sadly, come as no surprise. The
government should hang its head in shame to see schools in this parlous state when we have such
wonderful people doing such a great job inside them. The generosity of people has been beyond
uplifting. Authors, bloggers, reviewers, booksellers, schools and caring members of the public have
come forward in their dozens, offering to donate used or buy new books for schools. What has been
a very sad surprise has been the negativity the scheme has attracted in certain quarters, but more
on that later…!
How many schools responded to your offer before you had to cap it?
On a Saturday afternoon, within an hour I had 100 schools on my list – I had to cap it to have a hope
of finding those schools book buddies and didn’t want to create false hope. I currently have 28
schools left on my list – although many matches have been made ad hoc on Twitter for people who
can only donate locally or have a particular type of donation. Over 100 schools are now receiving
books from total strangers. It’s not enough, but it’s a start.
Will you be opening the school waiting list again if more buddies come forward?
Me sitting at the laptop copying and pasting Twitter handles is not the most efficient or sustainable
way of running the scheme. But a very kind person has come forward and offered to build a website
where schools can register and book buddies can find schools when they want to clear out or simply

be lovely. I am absolutely behind the scheme and will do everything I can do to support it while I’m
trying to pester the state to sort this mess out.
Does the non-statutory nature of school libraries shock you?
Horrifies me, actually. Something that came of the conversations prior to BookBuddy was that
libraries are (rightly) statutory in prisons, but not in schools. So some children have a better chance
of being exposed to books if they are convicted of a crime than during their primary school years. It’s
a national disgrace.
What do you say to those that have criticised your endeavours by saying that:




it is the government’s responsibility
that it will spark an increased wave of schools approaching authors directly for donations
or free visits
or that it will reduce an author’s pay

I’m not going to lie, I’ve been incredibly disappointed by the reaction of a certain (small) number of
people, primarily because they haven’t bothered to research what I’m actually doing before
sounding off on social media. To be explicit on this point, I am NOT putting the begging bowl out to
the publishing industry. I receive hundreds of requests for free books and free visits and feel horrible
that I can only fulfil a fraction of them. The last thing I want is to put further pressure on people.
BookBuddy is firstly for people who have books they WANT to clear out. Yes, many of those are
coming from the publishing industry because lots of us are fortunate enough to receive a lot of free
books and not everyone wants to keep all of them.
But as a parent, I know how easy it is to accumulate books that are never going to be read again and
I have always donated them. I haven’t approached anyone to do anything – people are hearing
about the scheme and coming to me. This whole thing was born out of me trying to get the
government to see the damage they are doing to our future and the need to fund schools properly –
how nice it would be if those who have the time to denounce this scheme on Twitter put their
energies into lobbying their MP or Mr Hinds to demand action, as I am also doing.
As for the financial argument, sorry, I just don’t buy it. These are books that are a) books for which
royalties have already been paid 2) books for which royalties were never going to be paid (free
copies to publishing people) or 3) new books that are being bought for the scheme, therefore are
paying royalties! Also, put a book in a school and watch it breed like a randy rabbit. If anything, this
will market books, not cost sales – and it gives schools a place to ask for donations, potentially
easing the need to approach publishers/authors directly. If none of that convinces you, question
your own humanity and privilege. At the end of the day, this is getting books to kids who wouldn’t
otherwise have them. Should we have to do it? No – the government should. But as one author
eloquently put it, we shouldn’t have to donate to food banks. But are we going to stand back and let
people starve?
If given the opportunity to speak to Damian Hinds the Education Minister what would you say to
him?
I want – no, demand – that the government enshrines funding for books in schools. One school I
spoke to has £40K put aside for sports equipment, but can’t remember the last time they bought a
new book. The government itself insists that reading for pleasure is at the heart of education – how
the hell can educators do this without the books?! I see inside 100s of schools and while I see so

much passion and inspiration from teachers and students, I also see an education system that is at
breaking point. If we don’t invest in our future, we won’t have one.

Bookbuddy Website
The BookBuddy website is now live, so if you are a school in search of books for your library or a
donor with more books than you know what to do with then take a look and sign up here:
http://www.bookbuddy.org.uk

Discovering Literature at the British Library
The British Library has made over 50 rare medieval manuscripts and early print editions, spanning
1,000 years of literary history, available for free on its Discovering Literature website.
Highlights include:
The single surviving manuscript of Beowulf, the longest epic poem in Old English
 The earliest autobiography in English, The Book of Margery Kempe
 The Wycliffite Bible, the first complete translation of the Bible in the English language
 William Caxton’s pioneering illustrated print edition of The Canterbury Tales
 The first work authored by a woman in English, Julian of Norwich’s Revelations of Divine
Love
 The earliest work of theatre criticism in English, Tretise of Miraclis Pleyinge
 One of the greatest collections of Scottish medieval verse, the Bannatyne Manuscript from
the National Library of Scotland
Bringing together over 50 unique medieval manuscripts and early print editions from the 8th to 16th
centuries, Discovering Literature: Medieval presents a new way to explore some of the earliest
works and most influential figures of English literature. From the first complete translation of the
Bible in the English language to the first work authored by a woman in English, the website
showcases many rarities and ‘firsts’ in the history of English literature.
https://www.bl.uk/medieval-literature

Posters
Celebrating LGBT Authors for LGBT History Month
http://teenlibrarian.co.uk/2018/01/29/celebrating-british-authors-during-lgbt-history-month/

YA Oughta!
A UK based podcast about all things YA lit. Current ep: FRIENDSHIP IN YA
https://soundcloud.com/yaoughta

Library Freeconomics
This post is an adaptation of a training workshop I gave last year for the SLG based on my
experiences of working with low to no budgets forcing me to improvise and find alternate ways to
gain skills, experience and books and other useful materials.
Getting free stuff or your library may seem like a pipe dream, for as people have been saying since
the 19th century There is no such thing as a free lunch – this is true, but not universally so.

Ideas, co-operation and assistance:
One of the misconceptions when it comes to obtaining free stuff is thinking in tangible terms. While
they are essential, it is impossible to overstate how important advice, ideas and guidance can be.
With training courses getting more expensive and out of reach of library staff that cannot be
released or afford courses being aware of networks of colleagues where you can pick the collective
brain and share your own experiences with others.
The largest group for School Librarians is the School Librarian Network, started by Elizabeth Bentley,
this is a mailing list of librarians who offer experience, support and a place to chat and vent if
needed: https://groups.io/g/SLN
The Heart of the School is a website set up and run by Caroline Roche to celebrate and showcase the
work of school librarians in the UK. The site is a rich mix of examples of best practice and ideas that
can be used and adapted by librarians across the country: https://heartoftheschool.edublogs.org/
Lastly my own site Teen Librarian is a mix of ideas and programmes that can be used in school and
public libraries as well as an array of downloadable content that can be freely used and adapted,
from card games to posters and lesson plans. You are here now so once you have finished reading
this incredibly interesting post take the time to rifle through my archives and see what takes your
fancy! https://teenlibrarian.co.uk

Looking Online
Project Gutenberg
With the near ubiquity of smart phone use among students and a range of apps that enable smart
phone owners to read e-books on the go Project Gutenberg is a veritable goldmine of over 53 000
public domain books that can freely and (more importantly) legally be downloaded in a variety of
formats, including .azw (Kindle), .epub (all other e-book readers), pdf and html for (online reading).
These books can also be read on tablets, computers and dedicated e-book readers.
http://www.gutenberg.org/

Librivox
Librivox exists to make all books in the public domain available, for free, in audio format on the
internet. https://librivox.org

Free Posters
Latest Free Stuff is a website that catalogues free materials from a variety of sources, one of their
sub-sections deals with posters. It is always worth going through what they have as the posters are a
mix of educational and public interest. http://www.latestfreestuff.co.uk/free-posters
The Secret Book Company Poster Freebies:
https://www.thesecretbookcompany.co.uk/collections/freebies

Bloggers & Blogging
Make friends with local book bloggers as they sometimes look to give away excess books to local
schools and libraries.
A quick note on request etiquette (this is important): it is incredibly bad form to contact authors and
publishers out of the blue to ask for free books for your library. Authors are almost universally
sympathetic to the aims of school and public libraries but their stock of books is not infinite. Writing
is a career that for most does not pay incredibly well plus you will make them feel guilty for saying

no and even if they want to help, they may not be able to. It is the same for publishers, publishing is
a business and a business that gives away its product will not be around for long.
If you wish to approach publishers and publicists you should think of it as a transaction, why not
start your own review blog or work with students in your reading groups to review books and post
reviews on a school reading blog. Publishers do lookout for perspectives from teenagers about the
books they publish.
It is a good rule of thumb to not ask for more books that you or your group can reliably review in
good time.

Blog platforms





Blogger
WordPress
Weebly
Edublogs

Competitions
Entering competitions is a good way to acquire new books for your library, some competitions
(particularly on twitter) are rapid fire not giving you much time to enter but not all of them are like
that. Some give you a day or days to enter or provide links to sites such as rafflecopter where you
are able to enter. Most social media sites are used by authors and publishers to run competitions,
the most popular are below:




Twitter
Instagram
Facebook

Some publishers run giveaways in their monthly/weekly email newsletters. If you are a member of
CILIP then you can sign up for membership with the Youth Libraries Group – their monthly
newsletter has some of the best giveaways I have ever seen.
With regard to social media giveaways (particularly twitter) it is considered bad form in some
quarters to run a competition account – basically having it solely for giveaways and competitions. I
have found (with twitter) that the friendships I have made, the links I have built and networking
opportunities I have gained far outweigh the competitions I have won (but I will not deny they have
been really good).

Freecycle
The UK Library Freecycle group is still very new but over time will grow into a clearing house for
librarians and libraries looking to get rid of things that others will have a use for.
https://groups.freecycle.org/group/LibraryUK

